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Minimally Invasive Nonsurgical Thread
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DISCLAIMER

of any medical provider.

Collagen and elastin are the vital proteins that 
make up the supporting structure of the skin and 
keep it looking firm and youthful. However, as you 
age, it takes a longer time for your body to produce 
them which contributes to sagging skin. Prevention
is the best way to maintain your skin’s firmness 
and elasticity. What can you do if you’re already 
experiencing the effects of aging?

MINT™ PDO is a powerful and robust PDO thread 
that can deliver natural results for sagging skin 
without surgery. In just one hour, you can see
instant rejuvenation that can last for up to one year.
There’s minimal pain and minimal downtime 
involved, so you don’t have to put your life on hold.

Looking and feeling your best shouldn’t have to be
hard. Ask your provider about what MINT™ PDO 
threads can do for you.

ALREADY EXPERIENCING
THE EFFECTS OF AGING?

DISCOVER MINT  PDO™

Model photograph. Not an actual patient.



MINT™ PDO threads are barbed sutures 

that help reposition sagging skin for a 

refreshed and youthful rejuvenation.

THE SAFE AND NONSURGICAL 
SOLUTION TO SAGGING SKIN

PDO or polydioxanone is a biodegradable 

sugar-based material that has been safely 

used in cardiovascular and orthopedic 

surgery for decades.
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Results can last for up to one year

Lower cost than surgery (In-office procedure)

Procedure takes one hour to complete

Minimal scarring left from nonsurgical method

Short downtime so daily life can be resumed

Results from barbed threads are immediate

PDO stimulates collagen production over time

Nonsurgical alternative for those not ready for a facelift

Patients did not receive any consideration for use of photos or testimonials. Actual patients immediately after treatment. Individual results may vary.

100% I would recommend it. I think it’s been a 
remarkable experience for me... You need to know what 
your expectations are and have real expectations, but I 
would definitely encourage anyone who’s interested.

Heather (Colorado, USA)

I cannot believe the difference. I’m so excited and 
completely thrilled. I actually had tears in my eyes 
when I saw the difference from the before and after.

Irene (California, USA)

BENEFITS OF PDO THREADS

BEFORE AFTERBACKED BY SCIENCE
AND INNOVATION

8 Can be combined with other treatments

The only device of its kind
to have 2 FDA Clearances

The only PDO thread with a
lifting indication for nasolabial

fold depth reduction

Diverse product portfolio
makes it easy to customize
treatments for individuals

Manufactured in a
state-of-the-art facility
in Seoul, South Korea
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